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PARSHAT BESHALACH-SHABBAT SHIRA | FEBRUARY 8 – FEBRUARY 14, 2020 | 13 SHEVAT- 20 SHEVAT | CANDLE LIGHTING 5:02PM | HAVDALAH 6:07PM
SHABBAT DAVENING

IN SHUL THIS SHABBAT

IN OUR FAMILY

FRIDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY 7

Kiddush this Shabbat is sponsored by
The Riskins in honor of Eden’s Bat
Mitzvah.

Bat Mitzvah
Mazal tov to the Riskin family on the Bat
Mitzvah of Eden. Welcome family and
friends joining us from near and far this
Shabbat.

CANDLE LIGHTING:

5:02PM

MINCHA:

5:05PM

SHABBAT, FEBRUARY 8

THIS COMING WEEK

HASHKAMA MINYAN

8:15AM

MAIN MINYAN

9:00AM

LAST KRIAT SHMA

9:35AM

MINCHA/SEUDAH
SHLISHIT:

4:50PM

MAARIV/HAVDALAH:

6:07PM

 אב הרחמיםis recited at Mussaf
 צדקתך צדקis recited at Minchah

GITA COOPERWASSERע”ה
YOUTH PROGRAM INFO
• Youth Chabura, 1st to 5th grade,
•

•
•
•

meet Giselle Zimmerman at the
main minyan, 9:00AM
Teen Minyan beginning with Torah
reading for 6th-12th grade boys and
girls starting 10:00AM in Beit
Midrash.
11th-12th graders, meet Andrew
Wigod at 11:00 AM.
Tot Shabbat, 10:30AM.
Email ideas/suggestions for the
Youth Program to
youthdir@ahavatachim.org

Tu B'Shevat (the 15th day of Shevat,
Monday, February 10) is one of the four
new years mentioned in the first mishna
in tractate Rosh Hashana. It is primarily
necessary to delineate annual yields
from fruit trees to determine tithes to
the Beit Hamikdash. Nowadays, we
have the custom (Mg"a 131:16) to eat
many types of fruits to commemorate
Tu B'Shevat. The custom is to eat dried
fruits from the northern hemisphere
(i.e. produce from the last year's crop).
Some have the custom to specifically
eat fruits from the (5 of) 7 species
native to the land of Israel.

Birth
Mazal tov to Orit and Eli Zezon on the
birth of a grandson to Anna and Erez
Shani on Thursday, Jan 30!

ADULT EDUCATION
Fundamentals of Jewish Thought:
Postponed this Shabbat

Beginners Gemarah Shiur:

Thank You
Margo & Norman Greenstein thank
Ahavat Achim and the Shiva Committee
for all of the meals and support you
provided at this time of our loss.

Mondays, 8:15 PM
(Hint: It’s not just for beginners!)

WEEKDAY DAVENING TIMES
SUNDAY
2/9

MONDAY
2/10

TUESDAY
2/11

WEDNESDAY
2/12

THURSDAY
2/13

FRIDAY
2/14

SHACHARIT

8:15 AM

6:15 AM

6:25 AM

6:25 AM

6:15 AM

6:25 AM

MINCHA/MAARIV

5:10 PM

MAARIV ONLY

5:15 PM
8:00 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

18-25 Saddle River Road, Fair Lawn, NJ 07410 • 201.797.0502 • WWW.AHAVATACHIM.ORG

8:00 PM
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FUTURE EVENTS

CONGREGATION AHAVAT ACHIM’S

ONEG SHABBAT LECTURE SERIES

Feb 14 - Oneg Shabbat
Feb 14 - Friday Night Lights
Feb 22 - Yachad Shabbaton
Feb 22 - Seudah Shlishit is sponsored
by the Agress family on the Yahrzeit of
Stephen’s father Rav Chaim Ben Harav
Yehoshuaע”ה
Feb 29 - 3rd Annual Comedy Night,
RSVP: https://www.ahavatachim.org/
aa-events/comedy/ Sponsorship
opportunities available!
Mar 1 - Magic Show & Diaper Drive!
Mar 6 - Oneg Shabbat
Mar 13-14 - Scholar-in-residence
Allison Josephs, founder of "Jew in the
City", will be joining us for Shabbat
Mar 21 - Ariella Jacob Bat Mitzvah
Mar 28 - Tefillah Minchah Together for
parents and children ages 2-11
Apr 24-25 - Mizrachi Sabbaton Scholar in Residence.

Will Continue on Friday, February 14th
At the Home of
Dina & Elliot Greene
40-19 Marie Court
At 8:00 PM
The Rabbi’s Topic Will Be:

Halachic Organ Donation (part 2 of 2)
“What you need to know to decide which box to check”

Please join us for an enjoyable evening of
learning with Rabbi Ely Shestack, friends, and
refreshments.

KIDDUSH SPONSOR
• To sponsor a Kiddush ($1000/$613/$318,
plus scotch): kiddush@ahavatachim.org

The next, and final, Oneg of this season will be March 6
If you are able to host that Oneg,
Please call Lori at 791-1205 or email garfmom@gmail.com

• If you are around when the Rabbi says
“”על המחיה, please assist in clean up.

PARSHA POINTS TO PONDER
(1st) Why does Hashem guide Bnei Yisrael to not take the short route from Egypt (through the land of the Plishtim (Gaza)?
(3rd) Discussion Question: Why does Hashem not want Bnei Yisrael to daven at the Yam Suf?
(4th) What is the result of the Jewish people seeing the “great hand of Hashem” save them from the Egyptians by splitting
the Yam suf?
(6th) Discussion Question: Why did Hashem give Bnei Yisrael these laws of Mann & Shabbat?
(7th) What is described as having Emunah in this aliyah? What might be the symbolism of this thing having faith?
Answers to Points To Ponder

(1st) It’s too short. If they encounter war, they might run back to Egypt.
(4th) They believe in Hashem and Moshe, His servant.
(7th) Moshe’s hands (v.12).Earlier Moshe’s hands are described as heavy, while his hands are described as “Emunah” having faith when
they are up. There seem to be several implications of this symbolism. First, faith is hard to maintain, by human nature/nature, like gravity;
second, help is needed to maintain faith, community helps maintain faith, and finally, that help doesn’t invalidate the faith. Moshe’s hands
are still called “having faith” even though he needs Aaron and Chur to support his hands.

ZEMANIM
SUNDAY
2/9

MONDAY
2/10

TUESDAY
2/11

WEDNESDAY
2/12

THURSDAY
2/13

FRIDAY
2/14

Earliest Talit

6:03 AM

6:02 AM

6:01 AM

6:00 AM

5:58 AM

5:57 AM

Gedolah

12:37 PM

12:37 PM

12:37 PM

12:37 PM

12:37 PM

12:37 PM

Shkia

5:23 PM

5:24 PM

5:26 PM

5:27 PM

5:28 PM

Tzait

6:08 PM

6:09 PM

6:11 PM

6:12 PM

6:13 PM

**Latest Kiddush Levana is Motzei Shabbat, 2/8, Until 3:08 AM (14 Shevat)**

6:14 PM
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The Yachad/Yavneh Academy
Shabbaton is in a few weeks,
February 21-22. Please sponsor to
defray our costs and support Yachad
and this very special Shabbaton. Thank
you to everyone who has already
committed to sponsor this special
event.

SPECIAL EVENTS
Third Annual Comedy Night is getting
close to selling out, get your
reservations and sponsorships in now!
Early bird pricing ends in a little over a
week. Why pay more money? Thank
you to our current sponsor families:
Greene, Garfunkel and Winchester.

Platinum: Bickel, Garfunkel, Plotnick, S.
Wigod, and Winchester.
Gold: Rein, Riskin, Spier and Vann
Silver: A&S Agress, Kestler, Rojas,
Safren, Sonnenblick, and K&A Wigod
Bronze: H&M Agress, R. Brooks/Chessin
Carpe, Eisman, Greenbaum/Goldman,
Katter, Kor, Lang, Sokoloff, Solomon,
and Weinraub.

Sisterhood of Ahavat Achim
of Fair Lawn, NJ

COMMUNITY EVENTS
Feb 9 – Project Ezrah seminar "The
Aisle", to educate newlyweds and
engaged couples on the
importance of talking about money
and providing them with the tools to
work together on a path toward a
financially healthy lifestyle. 5:30 PM,
Dinner included, no charge, advance
registration required
Theaisle@ezrah.org. Congregation
Beth Abraham (396 New Bridge Rd.
Bergenfield).
Feb 16 – Men’s Taharat Mishpacha
Refresher Class, reviewing the laws of
Taharat Mishpacha and concepts
needed to help ensure healthy
marriages. Darchei Noam, Sunday
night, 8:00 PM (live stream at home
at https://dno.am/youtube)
Feb 23 – Men’s Community 3-on-3
Basketball tournament. Come
together as a community and help
raise money for the community Eruv
in this 3-on-3 Basketball Tournament
planned by: Ahavat Achim, Darchei
Noam, Shomrei Torah, and Young
Israel of Fair Lawn. 11am-2pm at The
Fair Lawn Jewish Center Gymnasium,
10-10 Norma Ave. Register online at:
https://www.darcheinoam.com/
event/5780/mens-communitybasketball-tournament

PURIM MISHLOACH MANOT
March 10, 2020

14th Adar 5780

We invite you to participate in sending
Mishloach Manot to our members
Cost for Sisterhood Members: $5 per recipient, or
$140 sends to the entire shul
Cost for Non-Sisterhood members: $6 per recipient, or
$185 sends to the entire shul
If you would like the sisterhood rates, you may include a $36 membership fee with your order.
Single men receive the discounted membership rate.
Payment: Check made out to Sisterhood of Ahavat Achim
Or pay online: Paypal.com/us/fundraiser/charity/1444321

Please return the attached form to
Renee Freund
39-09 Fair Lawn Ave.

Fair Lawn, NJ 07410

Any questions? Call:
Renee Freund
Shelly Winchester
(201) 703-9154

(201) 796-1766

sisterhood@ahavatachim.org

Shirley Vann has dedicated the attached Covenant & Conversation (used with permission of the Office of Rabbi Sacks) in memory of her beloved mother Necha bat Yitzchokע”ה.
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Scan (after
Shabbat) to join
one of Rabbi Sacks’
WhatsApp groups.

“With thanks to The Maurice Wohl Charitable Foundation for their generous
sponsorship of Covenant & Conversation. Maurice was a visionary
philanthropist. Vivienne was a woman of the deepest humility. Together, they
were a unique partnership of dedication and grace, for whom living was giving.”

Crossing the Sea
Our parsha begins with an apparently simple proposition:
When Pharaoh let the people go, God did not lead them on the road through the land of the Philistines,
though that was shorter. For God said, “If they face war, they might change their minds and return to
Egypt.” So God led the people around by the desert road toward the Red Sea. The Israelites went up out
of Egypt prepared for battle. (Ex. 13:17-18)

God did not lead the people to the Promised Land by the coastal route, which would have been more direct.1
The reason given is that it was such an important highway, it constituted the main path from which Egypt
might be attacked by forces from the north-west such as the Hittite army. The Egyptians established a series
of forts along the way, which the Israelites would have found impregnable.
However, if we delve deeper, this decision raises a number of questions. First: we see that the
alternative route they took was potentially even more traumatic. God led them around by the desert road
towards the Red Sea. The result, as we soon discover, is that the Israelites, when they saw the Egyptian
chariots pursuing them in the distance, had nowhere to go. They were terrified. They were not spared the fear
of war. Hence the first question: why the Red Sea? On the face of it, it was the worst of all possible routes.
Secondly, if God did not want the Israelites to face war, and if He believed it would lead the people to
want to return to Egypt, why did the Israelites leave chamushim, “armed” or “ready for battle”?
Third: if God did not want the Israelites to face war, why did He provoke Pharaoh into pursuing
them? The text says so explicitly. “And I will harden Pharaoh’s heart, and he will pursue them. But I will
gain glory for Myself through Pharaoh and all his army, and the Egyptians will know that I am

1

See the newly published volume, Exodus: The Koren Tanakh of the Land of Israel which includes maps, beautiful illustrations,
detailed explanations, and my new translation of the Hebrew text.
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the Lord.” (Ex. 14:4). Three times in this one chapter we are told that God hardened Pharaoh’s heart (Ex.
14:4, 8, 17).
The Torah explains this motivation of “I will gain glory for Myself.” The defeat of the Egyptian army
at the Sea would become an eternal reminder of God’s power. “The Egyptians will know that I am the Lord.”
Egypt may come to realise that there is a force more powerful than chariots, armies and military might. But
the opening of our parsha suggested that God was primarily concerned with the Israelites’ feelings – not with
His glory or the Egyptians’ belief. If God wanted the Israelites not to see war, as the opening verse states,
why did He orchestrate that they witnessed this attack at the Sea?
Fourth: God did not want the Israelites to have reason to say, “Let us return to Egypt.” However, at
the Red Sea, they did tell Moses something very close to this:
“Was it because there were no graves in Egypt that you brought us to the desert to die? What have you
done to us by bringing us out of Egypt? Didn’t we say to you in Egypt, ‘Leave us alone; let us serve the
Egyptians’? It would have been better for us to serve the Egyptians than to die in the desert!” (Ex.

14:11-12)
Fifth: God clearly wanted the Israelites to develop the self-confidence that would give them the
strength to fight the battles they would have to fight in order to conquer the Holy Land. Why then did He
bring about a state of affairs at the Sea where they had to do exactly the
opposite, leaving everything to God:
Moses answered the people, “Do not be afraid. Stand firm and you

“God wanted the
Israelites to develop
self-confidence”

will see the deliverance the Lord will bring you today. The Egyptians you see today you will never
see again. The Lord will fight for you; you need only to be still.” (Ex.14:13-14)
The miracle that followed has so engraved itself on Jewish minds that we recite the Song at the Sea in
our daily Morning Service. The division of the Sea was, in its way, the greatest of all the miracles. But it did
not contribute to Jewish self-confidence and self-reliance. The Lord will fight for you; you need only to be
still. The Egyptians were defeated not by the Israelites but by God, and not by conventional warfare but by a
miracle. How then did the encounter teach the Israelites courage?
Sixth: The parsha ends with another battle, against the Amalekites. But this time, there is no
complaint on the part of the people, no fear, no trauma, no despair. Joshua leads the people in battle. Moses,
supported by Aaron and Hur, stands on a hilltop, his arms upraised, and as the people look up to Heaven, they
are inspired, strengthened, and they prevail.
Where then was the fear spoken of in the opening verse of the parsha? Faced by the Amalekites, in
some ways more fearsome than the Egyptians, the Israelites did not say they wanted to return to Egypt. The
Crossing the Sea
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sheer silence on the part of the people stands in the strongest possible contrast to their previous complaints
about water and food. The Israelites turn out to be good warriors.
So why the sudden change between the opening of our parsha and its close? In the opening, God is
protective and miracle-working. At the close, God is more concealed. He does not fight the battle against the
Amalekites; He gives the Israelites the strength to do so themselves. In the opening, the Israelites, faced by
the Egyptians, panic and say that they should never have left Egypt. By the close, faced by the Amalekites,
they fight and win. What had changed?
The answer, it seems to me, is that we have perhaps the first recorded instance of what later became a
key military strategy. In one of the more famous examples, Julius Caesar ordered his army to cross the
Rubicon in the course of his attempt to seize power. Such an act was strictly forbidden in Roman law. He and
the army had to win, or they would be executed. Hence the phrase, “to cross the Rubicon.”
In 1519, Cortes (the Spanish commander engaged in the conquest of Mexico) burned the ships that
had carried his men. His soldiers now had no possibility of escape. They had to win or die. Hence the phrase,
“burning your boats.”
What these tactics have in common is the idea that sometimes you have to arrange that there is no
way back, no line of retreat, no possibility of fear-induced escape. It is a radical strategy, undertaken when
the stakes are high and when exceptional reserves of courage are necessary. That is the logic of the events in
this week’s parsha that are otherwise hard to understand.
Before they crossed the Red Sea, the Israelites were fearful. But once they had crossed the Sea, there
was no way back.2 To be sure, they still complained about water and food. But their ability to fight and defeat
the Amalekites showed how profoundly they had changed. They had
crossed the Rubicon. Their boats and bridges were burned. They looked
only forwards, for there was no return.

“Often we fear failure.
Sometimes we even
fear success.”

Rashbam makes a remarkable comment, connecting Jacob’s wrestling match with the angel to the
episode in which Moses, returning to Egypt, is attacked by God (Ex. 4:24) and also linking this to Jonah on
the stormy ship.3 All three, he says, were overcome by fear at the danger or difficulty that confronted them,
and each wanted to escape. Jacob’s angel, Moses’ encounter and the tempest that threatened to sink Jonah’s
ship, were all ways in which Heaven cut off the line of retreat.
Any great undertaking comes with fear. Often we fear failure. Sometimes we even fear success. Are
we worthy of it? Can we sustain it? We long for the security of the familiar, the life we have known. We are
afraid of the unknown, the uncharted territory. And the journey itself exposes our vulnerability. We have left
2

This explanation does not work for the Midrashic view that the Israelites emerged from the sea on the same bank as they had
entered. But this is, as far as I can tell, a minority view.
3

Rashbam, Commentary to Gen. 32:21-29.
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home; we have not yet reached our destination. Rashbam was telling us that if we have these feelings we
should not feel ashamed. Even the greatest people have felt fear. Courage is not fearlessness. It is, in the
words of a well-known book title, feeling the fear but doing it anyway.
Sometimes the only way to do this is to know that there is no way back. Franz Kafka in one of his
aphorisms wrote, “Beyond a certain point there is no return. This point has to be reached.”4 That is what
crossing the Red Sea was for the Israelites, and why it was essential that they experienced it at an early stage
in their journey. It marked the point of no return; the line of no retreat; the critical point at which they could
only move forward.
I believe that some of the greatest positive changes in our lives come when, having undertaken a
challenge, we cross our own Red Sea and know that there is no way back. There is only a way forward.
Then God gives us the strength to fight our battles and win.
Shabbat Shalom

AROUND THE SHABBAT TABLE
The Family Edition of Covenant & Conversation is an accompanying resource available to download each week from
www.RabbiSacks.org/CCFamilyEdition (or via the main Covenant & Conversation email). It helps parents and
educators take Rabbi Sacks’ ideas from this essay and make them more accessible to teenagers. Each week, we will
include three key questions from the Family Edition to inspire discussion around your Shabbat table. For more
educational content as well as discussion pointers when answering these questions, please see the Family Edition!

1. What do you think God's plan was for the next stage in Jewish history,
following the Exodus?
2. Why do you think the Israelites were prone to fear when they left
Egypt?
3. How did the Israelites gain the courage to bravely battle Amalek?

4

Kafka, Notebooks, 16.
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